Our Founder, Ms. Jennifer Pink is being PINKTENTIONAL and leveling up in 2017. In 2014, she was asked
to be a part of a blog talk radio network which later ended. She was then forced in 2015 to obtain her
own network, Sage Network Radio. Well now in 2017 she is turning that network into a single mom
media company “Sage Single Mom Media Network” including radio, blogging, magazine and soon
television. Below you will find more information on how you can become a part of the Sage Media
Team, via our radio network. Read it over, think about it twice and if you have what it takes then let’s
THRIVE together.
Sage Network Radio is a Radio Network full of sagacity and wisdom. It is a master class on air; a place
where those single moms who have learned the lessons taught by life, who have discovered their true
passions and callings and can readily pour the living skills they've received into others ears willing to
listen. Our founder, Ms. Jennifer Pink is truly “The Single Mom Sage”, her wisdom, experiences and life
are about supporting her community of single mothers and helping them to STOP surviving and START
THRIVING, and that is exactly what this network is doing. She has transformed her one woman show
into a village show “The Real with Sage Single Moms” this last quarter and is now looking to expand the
networks reach with your expertise. By working together to create your unique show we can build the
village to teach more single moms how to THRIVE!
This network is made to up-level every single mother’s life in one way or another. It’s time to come
together and use the sage He has given us to pour into the lives of those who are willing and eager. Ms.
Pink is looking for like-minded single moms, or those who use to walk this walk, which are ready to take
their calling to the next level and join this on air master class. Each show on Sage Network Radio is
individually owned, operated and should be an extension of each host's personal brand. The shows will
be scheduled Monday thru Sunday at a time slot that works best for the audience. There is a host fee of
$45/month. Included in the fee to host a show on Sage Network Radio is: all virtual promotional
material such as flyers, banners, branding material as well as access to the single mom community Sage
Mentoring has built. All shows on Sage Network will be promoted on all of Sage Mentoring’s social
media, weekly blog post and link to show on the radio page of our site as well as on our weekly email
blast: Sage Statement. As a show on the Sage Network you will be given the opportunity to place a 30
minute commercial in the monthly rotation promoting your show and personal business. You can also
create a new 30 minute commercial and 10 second on-air pitch every month to be added into the next
month’s promotion rotation. You will receive a percentage of every ad you sell and every ad that is
solely placed on your show.
If this sounds like a community and platform you would be proud to be part of and you know that your
Sage is something that single moms are dying to hear and in desperate need of then let’s set up a call
and get started on making you apart of Sage Radio Network. Schedule your time to speak with our
Founder, Ms. Pink, HERE! We can’t wait to have you apart of the Sage Single Mom Media Family!

